
 

 



Student Response Network:  Virtual Clicker Software for your Computer Classroom 
 

 
 
 

Finally, when all questions 

in the session have been 

completed, clicking STOP 

on the Server will allow you 

to save the Responses Log 

file.  Excel will load and 

display the log of all 

answers. Here, it has been 

sorted by Name, then 

Question number to show 

each person’s responses to 

each question. With Excel 

you can print reports, 

charts, create pivot tables 

or perform whatever data 

analysis you like! 

Here, we see the SRN Server Module in operation. Twelve clients (out of a possible 40!) have connected and a Yes/No (or True/False) question 

has been asked.  So far, 7 out of 12 clients have responded to the question.  To the right is the Active Clients list (which will be visible at the top 

right of the SRN Server screen) showing which 7 of the 12 clients have responded. As the rest of the clients respond, all will display the orange 

icon beside their name and up will pop a graphical tally of the Results instantly. By deselecting the “Hide Responses” checkbox(es) you can see 

each person’s actual responses. Below are the actual responses for a Yes/No (True/False) question as well as for a Multiple Choice question. The 

Bar Chart is automatically produced as is the ongoing scoreboard tally shown below-right. As each question is asked, the scoreboard is 

automatically maintained according to each person’s responses. The scoreboard function can be disabled if desired. It couldn’t be simpler. 

The SRN Client Module is a single window that sits usually at the bottom of the user’s screen and always stays on 

top. The left portion relates to connecting to the server, while the right side offers the various responses available 

with large, clear buttons to click. 

Once SRN is setup, ask your questions however you like - via a Word 

document or PowerPoint slideshow on the projector or just ask them 

verbally!  Use Student Response Network to get responses for: 

 

• “Beat the Buzzer”-type gameshow questions (first-in answers)  

• Yes/No or True/False questions  

• Multiple Choice questions (up to four way - A/B/C/D) 

 

Student Response Network will give teachers back their important 

teaching role by providing them with a teaching tool unlike any other 

- and more importantly without the need for specialist IT support. 

 

Please take some time to find out a little more about Student 

Response Network at the website shown overleaf and download a 

free trial.  Don’t even think about Clickers until you’ve tried SRN! 

Student Response Network (SRN) is a powerful “virtual Clicker” student response system designed for use in school computer labs or with 

wireless laptop groups. It does away with the need for personal handheld “clicker” devices by providing a software-only solution for use with 

networked Windows, OSX or Linux desktops or laptops. 
 

If your school or training center has a computer classroom with a projector, then you really should add Student Response Network to make it a 

real powerhouse of learning. There are so many educational advantages when using audience response systems. These “clicker” systems 

literally put engagement, motivation, participation and instant feedback into the palm of each student’s hand. As for the Student Response 

Network, you’ll quickly find that it costs a tiny fraction of the price of any of the thirty or more hardware-based “clicker” solutions available 

and actually offers several nice extra features as well. 
 

Furthermore, with SRN there is NO installation required. The SRN Server Module can run from ANY folder on the teacher’s or presenter’s PC. 

You can even run it from your trusty USB stick! Administrator access is NOT required, so ANY teacher should be able to set up the SRN Server 

for their own class. The SRN Client Module is a single file which can be downloaded to each workstation or run from a shared folder. 


